It consists of five offices, one laboratory, two demonstration rooms and two lecture halls. The laboratory and offices are spacious, airy & air-conditioned. The lecture halls are impressive, well-lit, air-conditioned and equipped with most modern teaching aids like multimedia and over head projector, with the seating capacity for more than 150 students each. The laboratory has the capacity for more than 50 students at a time. The department has computer facility to maintain departmental record, prepare lecture slides and demonstrate audiovisual CD's.

The departmental library contains adequate number of Physiology text and reference books and journals. The departmental faculty is well qualified and experienced.

Physiology Department of AMDC is accredited with College of Physicians & Surgeons Pakistan for FCPS Physiology Part-II training.

Head of Department
Prof. Dr. Hamid Javaid Qureshi
MBBS, M.Phil, FCPS
Professor

Prof. Dr. Hamid Javaid Qureshi joined Akhtar Saeed Medical & Dental College, Lahore on 01-10-2012, after his retirement from Punjab Government Service. He did MBBS from Nishtar Medical College, Multan in 1976 with 03 medals and qualified M.Phil Physiology from Postgraduate Medical Institute, Lahore in 1984. He has experience of 34 years in both undergraduate and postgraduate teaching. He is visiting professor of Physiology in College of Physicians & Surgeons, Pakistan and University of Health Sciences, Lahore. He was conferred FCPS. Physiology by the college of Physicians & Surgeons Pakistan in 2003. He was awarded “Best University Teacher Award“ by Higher Education Commission in 2004. There are 56 publications to his credit. He has been supervisor of 20 M.Phil and 08 FCPS-II students. He is examiner and paper setter of MBBS BDS, FCPS, M.Phil, PhD and Postgraduate diplomas.